Policies to use Hoysala Kannada Koota (HKK) CT Audio and Video (TV) system by
HKK members in Connecticut
All below mentioned assets exclusively belongs to Hoysala Kannada Koota CT (HKK), unless it is specifically
mentioned. Following are the policies which should be agreed before borrowing HKK audio system by any
HKK members (including HKK EC). THIS EFFORT IS MAINLY TO HELP KANNADA COMMUNITY MEMBERS
Note to:
HKK members: These policies are subject to change and final decision left to discretion of HKK
EC.
Policies:
1. HKK audio system / TV and accessories can be given to usage exclusively to HKK members for
nominal donation (see minimal donation at the end). Usage for any non-profit organizations left
to decision of HKK EC.
2. These audio system / TV and accessories will not be given to usage to any
a. HKK members who likes to use/borrow for other non-Kannada community person or Non
Kannada event/s.
b. Kannada community member who uses HKK audio system to make profit using HKK
audio/video (TV) system.
3. Audio system/TV can be used only at events where any HKK EC audio/TV person agrees/willing to
take care of audio/TV system (only in presence of HKK EC - him/her) and subject to availability of
HKK EC.
4. Carrying audio/TV system: Sole responsibility of the HKK EC person who volunteers or end user.
5. Gas charges : It is left to EC volunteer and end user. No extra charges applied to HKK member (end
user) by HKK. HKK EC volunteer cannot claim gas charges from HKK. It is purely left to
understanding between person using and the EC person volunteering/transporting/helping.
6. Damages and charges: Any damages (physical or any sort, liquid spills), non-functioning of the
used audio system/TV, making partly or full non-accessible for further usage, missing cables or
items/improperly organized - Damage /missing item cost needs to be bear by HKK member (end
user), who is using audio system.
7. Proper usage and re-organizing in to respective boxes: audio system / TV should be used with
proper care, spills should be avoided. All cables and connectors need to re-assigned in to original
boxes without misplacing cables. Placing items randomly may lead to extra penalties.
8. Batteries: Batteries if needed few can be used from HKK asset for free (if available in HKK stock).
9. Audio system / TV will not be given for usage to any HKK members (including EC), if any HKK event
happening within 10 days of request.
10. Responsibility of HKK EC volunteer : Role of HKK EC volunteer, is to set up audio system/TV and
should re-examine thoroughly all sockets functionality without fail after HKK member finishes
event. Additional roles at the event for HKK EC volunteer left to his discretion.
11. Suggested donations for equipment: Listed below (List of HKK items can be used) and if any
additional requirements can be discussed with EC person who is in-charge.
12. Damage charges: Listed below, any questions/negotiations, contact HKK President
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List of HKK Audio/Video (TVs) system items can be used:
1. Mixer, two speakers, two handheld or 2 Wireless handheld Mikes
(Comes with all connectors and wireless speaker expanders)
Additions to line A: Extra Accessories
A. 4 Wireless mikes handheld + receiver
B. 4 Collar/Mouth wireless mikes + receiver:
C. Extra speaker (Alto) :
2. 50” TCL 4K TV with vertical stand
3. 55” Samsung 4K TV with just base TV stand.
Audio Video Splitters (HDMI splitters) for TV and audio usage (included)
***DAMAGES/PRICES OF EQUIPMENT/CABLES/ACCESSORIES
Audio Mixer :
Alto Wireless expander (each):
Alto Wireless expander Receiver:
Alto TS112A Powered Speaker (each)
Powered speaker Harbinger APS12
GTD audio B33 Wireless collar mikes (each)
GTD audio B33 Wireless collar mike 4 channel receiver
GTD audio B33 4 Wireless collar mike with 4 channel receiver
VocoPro UHF-8800 cordless mikes (each)
VocoPro UHF-8800 Plus 8-Channel Wireless System (Full)
50” TCL 4K TV with vertical stand
55” Samsung 4K TV with just base TV stand.
Cables and connector:

$50.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$25.00
$30.00

$75.00
$75.00 each
$150.00
$100.00
$75.00
$40.00
$100.00
$175.00
$25.00
$350.00
$300.00
$500.00
Replace or original price

***Approximate prices, in case of breakage, final amount/waive off left to decision of HKK EC.
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